MISSION STATEMENT

At Wizards we strive to build industry leadership through continuous improvement and product innovation.

We strive for success and appreciate simplicity.

We will earn our customer’s loyalty through achievement of goals, proven success, integrity and teamwork.

OUR VALUES

As a company, and as individuals, we value:

◆ Integrity, loyalty, drive and passion
◆ An eagerness to take on big challenges and find solutions
◆ Mutually respectful relationships with customers, partners and team members
◆ Constructive self-criticism, continuous self-improvement and dedication to personal growth and development
◆ Creative problem solving
◆ Building economic value for our partners
ABOUT OUR COMPANY

RJ Star, Inc. is the manufacturer and creator of the WIZARDS® brand. We offer a professional line of specialty appearance products for the automotive industry, as well as a complete line of motorcycle products. Our products have been successfully marketed to quality automotive paint jobbers, body shops, parts stores, specialty boutiques and motorcycle shops throughout the United States, Canada and Internationally.

We have been serving show car enthusiasts, fussy customers and resellers since 1986. Our goal has always been to offer our customers the highest quality products for exceptional vehicle appearance. Coupling our industry experience with valuable customer feedback, we have worked diligently to create new products to add to our quality line. Each item in our family of products is unique, performs excellently and offers great repeat sales for our distributors and resellers.

In 2005 we introduced our complete line of motorcycle products; having an already strong presence in the market it launched the WIZARDS® brand to a leading position in the industry.

Brand name recognition and consistent customer demand, combined with a dedicated, professional team, has allowed us to become a volume and service leader in both the automotive and motorcycle arenas. We trust that you will be pleased with our products as well as impressed with our level of dedication to your success.
WIZARDS DATA SHEET

MIST-N-SHINE®
Professional Detailer

AUTOMOTIVE:
22 fl. oz. - 650 ml
Part No.: 01214
12/case
Net Wt. 21 lbs.

MOTORCYCLE
22 fl. oz. - 650 ml
Part No.: 22214
12/case
Net Wt. 21 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® MIST-N-SHINE® is a unique professional detailer that is quick and easy to use. MIST-N-SHINE® cleans the surface leaving behind a slippery, high gloss finish with depth. This product is very effective when applied to painted, chrome, glass, and other hard surfaces, both new and old. MIST-N-SHINE® is the ideal product to use between waxes.

FEATURES:
- VOC compliant. MIST-N-SHINE® contains no wax, silicone, or petroleum solvents.
- Quickly and easily removes dust, bugs, fingerprints and minor surface imperfections.
- Creates a clean, slippery, high gloss finish with depth.
- Can be used on any hard surface.
- MIST-N-SHINE® does not contain harmful abrasives that may scratch or mar surfaces.
- Excellent for use as a lubricant with clay bars.
- Anti-Static / Anti-Streak.
- Will not irritate eyes or throat.

HOW TO USE:
Make sure the surface is free of any heavy abrasive particles that could scratch. Shake product well. Lightly spray MIST-N-SHINE® directly onto the surface; do not saturate. Use a clean, dry, folded towel (#11420 MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH) and spread out evenly. Flip the cloth to the dry side and buff to a high gloss.

HINT: For best results with no streaks or smears, always use an absorbent microfiber cloth and avoid mixing products on the working surface. If you mix products or overuse MIST-N-SHINE® you may end up with an oily film. Simply use #01220 WIPE DOWN™ or wash the vehicle with #11077 WIZARDS® WASH to remove the film.

BENEFITS:
MIST-N-SHINE® is a quick and easy to use, non-streaking product that does not leave behind a dust or film residue. MIST-N-SHINE® works well on any surface, even when applied in direct sunlight. This product will lift dust, bugs, fingerprints, and minor surface imperfections. MIST-N-SHINE® contains no wax, silicone, harmful abrasives or petroleum solvents and is the preferred detailing product used by body shops, bike shops and professional detailers to remove buffing residue and finish the job for delivery.

Orders: 800-356-7223
Local: 763-497-5155 • Fax: 763-497-5125
Website: www.WizardsProducts.com
Email: sales@WizardsProducts.com
RJ STAR, INC. • 11469 8th St. NE • Hanover, MN 55341
WIPE DOWN™
Matte Paint Detailer

AUTOMOTIVE
22 fl. oz. - 650 ml
Part No.: 01220
12/case
Net Wt. 21 lbs.

1 Gallon - 3.785 liters
Part No.: 01227
4/case
Net Wt. 35 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® WIPE DOWN™ is a no-gloss, dual-pur-
pose product. Automotive and motorcycle detailers
use the product to quickly remove dust, fin-
ergprints, road grime and oily residue from all
matte finishes. Body shop technicians find WIPE
DOWN™ indispensable for removing oil and dust
residue generated when buffing.

BENEFITS:
Matte finishes require a matte detailer. WIPE
DOWN™ is specially formulated as a no-shine
quick cleaner for all matte finishes, including
suede, denim, satin primer, powder coat and all
flat clears. WIPE DOWN™ can be used to remove
streaks and smears from painted surfaces caused
by the overuse of waxes, glazes, and detailers.

WIPE DOWN™ is used by body shop profes-
sionals to remove oily residue during compounding.
This allows the user to see what stage the project
is in. By removing the oily film, the user can elimi-
nate missed areas and finish the panels, eliminat-
ing the need to re-buff after washing the vehicle.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant. WIPE DOWN™ contains no wax,
  silicone or petroleum solvents.
• No-shine detailer for all matte finishes,
  including suede, denim, satin primer, powder
  coat and all flat clears.
• Removes streaks and smears from over use
  of waxes, glazes, and detailers.
• Removes oil and dust residue generated by
  compounding and buffing. This eliminates
  having to re-buff missed areas because of
  sand scratches being masked by residue.
• Use as a spot wash between compound
  steps to remove abrasive dust. Doing this
  eliminates pulling coarser abrasive into the
  finishing steps.
• Removes oily film and residue.
• Safe for all paint systems and all hard surfaces
  such as glass and chrome.

HOW TO USE:
Spray onto surface to be cleaned. Spread out
evenly, using a folded #11420 MULTI-FIBER™
CLOTH. Wipe firmly to pick up dust, dirt, finger-
prints, oily film and residue. Flip cloth to dry side
and buff dry.

HINT: If a shiny, high gloss and slick feel is desired,
use #01214 MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer or #11033
SHINE MASTER™ Polish and Sealant.
WIZARDS® METAL POLISH is a simple to use, fast-cut polish that cleans, brightens and protects all types of metal surfaces. This special high gloss formula is injected into the purest grade, surgical cotton cloth and sealed tightly to retain its freshness. METAL POLISH gives excellent results when used on: Aluminum, Chrome, Stainless, Brass, Copper, Gold, Bronze, Pewter, Silver, Coated Wheels and Magnesium. METAL POLISH is great for many markets: Automotive, Motorcycle, Trucking, Marine, Aviation, Household and more.

BENEFITS:
WIZARDS® METAL POLISH is a surface cleaner that is safe, quick and easy to use. This product is second to none with its cutting action and mirror-like gloss finish. It removes tarnish, corrosion, brake dust, oxidation, tar and other hard-to-remove surface imperfections. METAL POLISH will never cake up during application and keeps polishing when others stop. METAL POLISH has been formulated not to dull or scratch metal finishes. Just a 3" piece of the treated cotton goes a long way making METAL POLISH very economical to use.

DESCRIPTION:
METAL POLISH
3.0 oz. by weight
Part No.: 11011
12/Case
Net Wt. 4 lbs.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant.
• High gloss, mirror-like finish.
• Fast cut.
• Easy to use.
• Brightens aluminum instantly.
• Gentle abrasive polishes without scratching.
• Use on the following: Aluminum, Chrome, Stainless, Brass, Copper, Gold, Bronze, Pewter, Silver, Coated Wheels and Magnesium.
• Safe on clear coated wheels.

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR USE ON THINLY PLATED GOLD, PLATED SILVER OR SHOW CHROME.
For these metals, use #01214 MIST-N-SHINE® detailer with the #11420 MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH.

HOW TO USE:
Tear off a 2"-3" piece of impregnated cotton. Polish small areas until the surface turns black. Wipe off the excess polish using a terry cloth, then use a clean terry cloth and buff to a high gloss.

HINT: For added protection against tarnish, rust and corrosion and to reduce the need for frequent polishings, apply #11021 POWER SEAL™.
**METAL RENEW™**  
**Liquid Metal Polish**

**DESCRIPTION:**
WIZARDS® METAL RENEW™ is an easy-to-use liquid polish that will restore, shine and protect most types of metal surfaces*. This product is designed to give the highest luster possible requiring the least amount of effort.

**BENEFITS:**
METAL RENEW™ will melt away rust, tarnish and oxidation, leaving behind a high-gloss protective finish. It is excellent for restoring and maintaining a “like new” look on neglected wheels, exhaust parts, accessories, truck tanks, marine bright work, motorcycle components, household items and more. Use METAL RENEW™ to brighten aluminum, stainless steel, brass, bronze, copper, nickel, magnesium, chrome*, silver*, and gold*.

---

**AUTOMOTIVE**
- 8 fl. oz. – 237 ml  
  Part No.: 11020  
  12/case  
  Net Wt. 8 lbs.
- 32 fl. oz. – 946 ml  
  Part No.: 11032  
  6/case  
  Net Wt. 15 lbs.

**MOTORCYCLE**
- 8 fl. oz. – 237 ml  
  Part No.: 22020  
  12/case  
  Net Wt. 8 lbs.

**FEATURES:**
- VOC compliant.
- Fast cut application.
- Easy to apply and remove.
- Brightens aluminum instantly.
- Leaves a high-gloss, mirror-like finish.
- Gentle abrasive polishes without scratching.
- Liquid formula is better for large areas or for use with #11099 METAL BUFF KIT and #11250 MINI-BUFFING SYSTEM.

**HOW TO USE:**
Shake bottle well. Apply METAL RENEW™ to a cool surface using a clean cloth. For quick touch-ups or for maintenance, just rub and buff to a brilliant shine. For tarnish and oxidation removal, work small areas at a time, applying pressure to achieve desired results. Wipe off residue, wet or dry, using a clean, dry towel, replacing towel as necessary.

HINT: For added protection against tarnish, rust and corrosion and to reduce the need for frequent polishings, apply #11021 POWER SEAL™.

*Not recommended for thinly plated metals or show chrome. Always test product on a small inconspicuous area before full application. For show chrome, use #01214 MIST-N-SHINE® with the #11420 MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH.
WIZARDS DATA SHEET

POWER SEAL™
Seals & Protects All Metals

AUTOMOTIVE
8 fl. oz. – 237 ml
Stock No.: 11021
12/case
Net Wt. 7 lbs.

MOTORCYCLE
8 fl. oz. – 237 ml
Stock No.: 22021
12/case
Net Wt. 7 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
Wizards® POWER SEAL™ is an easy-to-use liquid sealant that preserves the beauty of polished metals against corrosives such as ordinary air, humidity, water spray and road contaminants such as salt and lime. A bonus with POWER SEAL™ is that it buffs to a long-lasting, slippery, high-gloss finish that will maintain the shine and protect all types of metal surfaces*. This product is designed to give the highest luster possible requiring the least amount of effort.

FEATURES:
• VOC compliant.
• Seals and protects chrome and all metals.
• Micro-polishes to a long lasting, slippery, high-gloss shine.
• Easy to use liquid formula.
• Creates an acrylic shield to resist tarnish and corrosion.
• Never scratches or etches the surface.
• Significantly reduces the need for frequent metal polishing.

HOW TO USE:
Shake bottle well. Apply POWER SEAL™ to a clean, cool metal surface using a clean cloth. Rub firmly into metal using a back-and-forth motion. Let dry and buff to a slippery, high gloss. Reapply as needed.

HINT: After application and buffing, product will continue to cure for 24-48 hours to develop full metal sealing and protection.

HINT: To polish metal before using POWER SEAL™, we recommend #11011 METAL POLISH™ or #11020 METAL RENEW™.

*POWER SEAL™ is not a substitute for a metal polish, but will work as a micro-polish to be used on sensitive or easily scratched metals.
WIZARDS DATA SHEET

SHINE MASTER™
Polish & Breathable Sealant

AUTOMOTIVE
16 fl. oz. - 473 ml
Part No.: 11033
12/case
Net Wt. 14 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® SHINE MASTER™ is a simple to use cleaner, polish and breathable sealant that assures users of a show-quality gloss and long term durability. Developed to remove swirl marks, fine line scratches and light oxidation. For use by hand or machine on new or aged paint finishes – factory, custom – foreign or domestic.

BENEFITS:
SHINE MASTER™ is recommended as a wax replacement, swirl mark remover, and finishing glaze for use by hand or machine. It contains a special polymer blend that creates an impressive high gloss on all types of paint; single stage, urethanes, medium/high solid clears, acrylic enamels, and original factory lacquers. This unique blend will provide excellent surface protection without slowing the paint curing process (see paint manufacturer’s recommended drying time). SHINE MASTER™ dries quickly, buffs off easily and leaves no greasy film or powder residue. This product is not water soluble so it won’t wash away like most hand glazes.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant.
• Show quality gloss.
• Additional coats add even more gloss.
• Removes swirls.
• Easy on – easy off.
• Durable polymer protection.
• Safe for freshly painted surfaces.
• Use on all types of paint.
• Use by hand or machine.
• No wax or free silicones.
• No greasy residue.
• No streaks or smears.
• Removes light oxidation without heavy abrasives.
• Will not irritate eyes or throat.

HOW TO USE:
Make sure painted surfaces are clean, cool and dry. For the best performance, always shake product well before each use. Apply a moderate amount of product to clean cloth or foam applicator pad. Apply evenly using a smooth front to back or circular motion. Buff off with a clean, soft dry cloth. For high speed buffing, buff wet to dry at 1000-1200 RPM.

HINT: If compound buffing is needed, use #11048 MYSTIC CUT™ Nanosphere Compound or #11044 TURBO CUT™ Time Release™ Compound or #11040 FINISH CUT™ No Swirls™ Compound. Then use SHINE MASTER™ Polish and Breathable™ Sealant as the final step in the buffing process.
FINISH CUT™
No Swirls Compound

AUTOMOTIVE
32 fl. oz. - 946 ml
Part No.: 11040
6/case
Net Wt. 14 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® FINISH CUT™ is a medium to fine, No Swirls Compound designed for machine or hand application. It is recommended for removing 1500 grit or finer sand scratches (or similar-sized finish imperfections) from new or aged paint finishes – factory, custom – foreign or domestic.

BENEFITS:
FINISH CUT™ is a buffing compound that levels 1500 and finer grit sand scratches from fresh paint and clears, leaving a swirl-free, show gloss finish. Depending on color, type and age of paint, FINISH CUT™ (when used with the blended wool pad #11203) can be used as a one step product to cut and finish with superior results. This is made possible by the use of a series of nonrigid abrasives that provide excellent initial leveling action and slowly become less aggressive while buffing. In addition, the proper choice and use of pads for each job will determine the amount of cut and the degree of desired shine. Using one product with 2 or 3 different pads proves to be faster, less expensive and minimizes dust, dirt and contamination.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant. FINISH CUT™ contains no wax, silicone or crystalline silica.
• Levels 1500 grit or finer sand scratches.
• No Swirls, Show Gloss buffing on most colors and clear coats, fresh or aged.
• Brightens dull finishes, removes scratches and heavy overspray.
• Will not promote silicosis, a lung disease caused by over exposure to crystalline silica.
• Water based system for easy cleanup without staining, etching or dusting.
• Will not irritate eyes or throat.

HOW TO USE:
Make sure painted surfaces are clean, cool and dry. Shake product and apply a generous amount to one spot, not ribbons or specks. Place pad directly on top of compound, running buffer speed at 1000-2200 RPM. Move slowly, avoiding fast back and forth motions. Work a 2 to 4 square foot section at a time. Apply adequate pressure to remove scratches and speed up the process.

HINT: For best results use our #11203 Blended Wool Pad. Follow with the #11204 Yellow Foam Pad or the #11205 White Foam Pad. Remove residue to inspect surface using #01220 WIPE DOWN™ Detailer. For maximum protection and high gloss, use #11033 SHINE MASTER™ Polish and Breathable™ Sealant as the final step.

Orders: 800-356-7223
Local: 763-497-5155 • Fax: 763-497-5125
Website: www.WizardsProducts.com
Email: sales@WizardsProducts.com
RJ STAR, INC. • 11469 8th St. NE • Hanover, MN 55341
WIZARDS® TURBO CUT™ is an aggressive compound designed for machine or hand application. It is recommended for removing 1200 grit or finer sand scratches (or similar-sized finish imperfections) from new or aged finishes – factory, custom – foreign or domestic.

FEATURES:
• VOC compliant. TURBO CUT™ contains no wax, silicone or crystalline silica.
• Removes 1200 & 1500 grit sand scratches & similar size paint defects.
• Cuts smoothly and quickly.
• Will not stick, sling or load up pads.
• Water-based for easy clean-up without staining.
• Will not stain or etch painted surfaces.
• Leaves no oily residue or greasy film.
• Will not promote silicosis, a lung disease caused by exposure to crystalline silica.
• Will not irritate eyes or throat.

HOW TO USE:
Make sure painted surfaces are clean, cool and dry. Shake product and apply a generous amount to one spot, not ribbons or specks. Place pad directly on top of compound, running buffer speed at 1000-2200 RPM. Move slowly, avoiding fast back and forth motions. Work a 2 to 4 square foot section at a time. Apply adequate pressure to remove scratches and speed up the process.

HINT: For best results use our #11203 Blended Wool Pad. For the fastest cut use our #11201 Fast Cut Wool Pad. Follow up with #11040 FINISH CUT™ and the #11204 Yellow Foam Pad. Remove residue to inspect surface using #01220 WIPE DOWN™. For maximum protection use #11033 SHINE MASTER™ Polish and Breathable™ Sealant with the #11206 Gray Foam Pad or by hand.
MYSTIC POLISH™
Nano-Sphere Machine Glaze

AUTOMOTIVE
32 fl. oz. - 946 ml
Part No.: 11047
6/case
Net Wt. 14 lbs.
1 Gallon - 3.765 liters
Part No.: 11050
4/case
Net Wt. 35 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® MYSTIC POLISH™ is a Machine Glaze formulated with exclusive Nano-Sphere Technology; developed to remove swirls, pad marks, and light scratches on the new scratch resistant and hard to buff, medium and high solid clears. Recommended as a Machine Polish/Glaze after compounding, or as a stand alone for light cut polishing needs. Outstanding results are realized on all types of paint/clears, including OEM and customs without dusting or swirling.

BENEFITS:
MYSTIC POLISH™ Machine Glaze quickly removes swirl marks, light scratches and minor defects from ALL color paint/clear, including black and dark colors. No need for a third product on dark colors using the WIZARDS® #11209 Foam Finish 2 Pad. A deep and flawless finish can be achieved on all color med/high solids, scratch resistant, custom, and OEM finishes.

MYSTIC POLISH™ can also be used effectively for most general light buffing jobs; such as removing car wash scratches and light swirls found on neglected vehicles. Cutting speed, aggressiveness, and final gloss can be adjusted with proper pad choice coupled with buffer speed and operator technique.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant. No wax, silicone, or crystalline silica.
• Quickly removes swirls and light scratches from sensitive and hard to buff paint/clears: scratch resistant and medium/high solids.
• Produces deep, flawless, vibrant finishes on ALL colors.
• Can be used with rotary buffer, orbital DA, or by hand.
• Exclusive Super Nano abrasive will not scratch, swirl or leave holograms.
• Extreme show gloss finishing is easily achieved with proper pad choices adjusted for paint type.
• Quick and easy clean water-based system.

HOW TO USE:
Always apply to clean, cool and dry surface. Run buffer at 1000 to 1500 RPM using a WIZARDS® #11206 Gray Foam Pad. On black/dark colors continue with the softer, #11209 Foam Finish 2 Pad. (For orbital or D/A polisher apply product directly to pad. Set polisher at 4/5). Hold pad flat to the surface starting out slow, then speeding up applying light to medium pressure to remove swirls and fine scratches. Continue with overlapping passes while moving slowly side to side.

Reapply as needed but always lighten pressure on final passes and avoid dry buffing. Leave a slight wet film for final hand wipe down using a WIZARDS® #11420 Multi-Fiber™ cloth. DO NOT USE PAPER TOWELS for the final wipe down after machine polishing. Spur/wash pads as needed. If you see small scratches after wiping down, you are using the wrong pad and/or cloth.

For added gloss follow up with WIZARDS® #11214 Mist-N-Shine® Detailer and a clean #11420 Multi-Fiber™ Cloth.
**MYSTIC CUT™**

**Nano-Sphere Compound**

**AUTOMOTIVE**

32 fl. oz. - 946 ml
Part No.: 11048
6/case
Net Wt. 15 lbs.

1 Gallon - 3.785 liters
Part No.: 11052
4/case
Net Wt. 35 lbs.

**DESCRIPTION:**

WIZARDS® MYSTIC CUT™ is an aggressive cutting compound formulated with exclusive Nano-Sphere Technology for the new scratch resistant and hard to buff medium and high solid clears. MYSTIC CUT™ is recommended for 1200/1500/2000 grit sand scratch removal without heavy swirling, powdering or dusting. Outstanding results are realized on all types of paint, including OEM and customs.

**BENEFITS:**

Progressive cutting can be achieved on all hard to buff clears without scratching, swirling, or leaving holograms. MYSTIC CUT™ will cut through 1200 and finer grit sand scratches on all types of paint finishes, scratch resistant, medium/high solid clears, factory, custom - foreign and domestic.

With Super Nano abrasives, MYSTIC CUT™ Compound will not throw abrasive splatter that will cause surface scratching on adjacent panels. MYSTIC CUT™ can also be used successfully for most basic buffing jobs such as quickly removing car wash scratches and deep swirls found on neglected vehicles. Cutting speed, aggressiveness, and final gloss can be adjusted by proper pad choice coupled with buffer speed and operator technique.

**FEATURES**

- VOC compliant. No wax, silicone, or crystalline silica.
- Progressive cutting action smoothly and quickly levels 1200/1500/2000 grit sand scratches on new hard to buff clears: scratch resistant, medium/high solids.
- Fast action removal of deep swirls and car wash scratches; performs excellent on all types of paint and clears – new, aged or neglected.
- Exclusive Super Nano abrasives will not scratch, swirl or leave holograms.
- Extreme show gloss finishing is easily achieved with the proper pad choice: blended wool for cut then foam for gloss.
- No dusting, no grit, water based system for fast and easy clean up.

**HOW TO USE:**

Always apply to clean, cool and dry surface. Apply generously to one spot, this allows for best initial cutting action on deeper scratches and can shorten buffing time. Avoid ribbons or specks over a large area. Run buffer at 1400-2000 RPM using a WIZARDS® #11203 Blended Wool Pad for a faster cut without pad scratches. Hold pad flat to the surface starting out slow, then speeding up applying adequate pressure to remove scratches. Continue with overlapping passes while moving slowly side to side. Reapply as needed but always lighten pressure on final passes and avoid dry buffing. Spur/wash pads as needed.

Follow up with WIZARDS® #11048 MYSTIC POLISH™ Machine Glaze using #11206 Gray Foam Pad, or on black/dark colors continue with the softer, #11209 Foam Finish 2 Pad.

Orders: 800-356-7223
Local: 763-497-5155 • Fax: 763-497-5125
Website: www.WizardsProducts.com
Email: sales@WizardsProducts.com
RJ STAR, INC. • 11469 8th St. NE • Hanover, MN 55341
SCATCH REMOVER
And Pre-Wax Cleaner

AUTOMOTIVE
12 fl. oz. – 355 ml
Part No.: 11049
12/case
Net Wt. 12 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® SCRATCH REMOVER is a safe alternative to using harsh rubbing compounds to remove minor scratches and swirls. This quality product will safely and gently remove light scratches caused by car washing, neglect and mishaps. It is a great product for the body shop professional and the do-it-yourself automotive owner.

SCRATCH REMOVER is safe and recommended for all types of paint, clear coats, fiberglass and most plastics. It can be applied by hand or by machine.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant.
• Gently removes minor scratches & swirl marks.
• Safe for all types of paint, clear coats, fiberglass and most plastics.
• Use to restore headlight clarity on moderately faded lenses.
• Excellent pre-wax cleaner.
• Safely restores all paint colors.
• Not a cover-up that washes off.

HOW TO USE:
Shake bottle well before use. Always apply to a clean, cool, dry surface.

Hand Application: Apply SCRATCH REMOVER to a small folded cloth and rub into area with a firm back-and-forth motion until the area is restored. Reapply as necessary.

Machine Application: Apply SCRATCH REMOVER generously to pad or surface, working one small area at a time. Apply pressure to speed up the process, moving slowly and reapplying as needed. For fastest results, use a high speed buffer with #11203 Wool Pad or #11204 Foam Pad or #11250 MINI-BUFFING SYSTEM.

HINT: For deeper scratches or severely oxidized paint, use #11044 TURBO CUT™ Compound followed by SCRATCH REMOVER. Protect the clean, smooth surface with #11033 SHINE MASTER™ Polish or #11500 SUPREME SEAL™ sealant.
DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ is a multiple use dressing and protectant – a one step surface treatment that beautifies vinyl, leather, rubber, and plastic surfaces. TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ is an excellent product for use inside the vehicle on steering wheels, seats, dashboards, doors and moldings. Outside the vehicle use TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ to enhance tires, bumpers, moldings and vinyl tops.

BENEFITS:
TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ is a water-based conditioner that, when dry, forms a protective shield to guard against dullness, drying and cracking.

As an added bonus, TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ dries fast to a nice gloss finish. There is never a greasy residue left behind to attract dust and rub off on clothing.

FEATURES:
• VOC compliant. Water-based, non-toxic formula.
• Restores luster and shine to inside and outside vehicle surfaces made of vinyl, leather, rubber and plastic.
• Forms a dry, non-greasy, anti-static, protective shield with UV protection from the sun’s harmful rays.
• Will not transfer to clothing from seats or any treated surfaces.
• High or low gloss dependent on application.
• Easy to remove from surfaces prior to painting.

HOW TO USE:
Clean surface first. Shake product well and apply to a cool, dry surface. Spray directly on to surface or cloth/foam applicator pad and apply evenly. Buff with a clean cloth, if desired. Gloss levels will be determined by the amount of product applied (more product, more gloss); the dry time (drying completely before adding a second coat increases gloss); and the extent of buffing (more buffing means more gloss).

HINT: TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ can be easily removed from vehicles prior to painting by wiping down with a common prep pre-cleaner, such as Prep Sol or Final Wash (grease, wax and tar removers) followed by #11077 WIZARDS® WASH. Always avoid spraying TIRE & VINYL SHINE™ near paint stations while painting.
WIZARDS® WASH
Super Concentrate

AUTOMOTIVE
16 fl. oz. - 473 ml
Part No.: 11077
12/case
Net Wt. 15 lbs.

1 Gallon - 3.785 liters
Part No.: 11079
4/case
Net Wt. 35 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® WASH is a super-concentrated power-packed formula that delivers gentle, but thorough, cleaning on all types of vehicles. It is safe to use on automobiles, trucks, motorcycles, street rods, boats, aircraft and most other vehicles. WIZARDS® WASH and water provide long lasting foam for additional lubrication when wet sanding or for use with clay bars.

BENEFITS:
WIZARDS® WASH quickly cuts through road grime, oil, grease, and dirt on exterior surfaces. Its thick, foaming action lifts and safely floats away dirt and grime without stripping polishes, waxes or glazes from the surface. WIZARDS® WASH will not leave behind any residue like cheap, high-solid washes. The user will also notice spot-free rinsing and quick drying when using WIZARDS® WASH.

FEATURES:
• VOC compliant.
• Thick, rich, long lasting foam.
• Easy cleaning.
• Streak-free rinsing.
• Will not strip polishes or protectants.
• Safe for all vehicle surfaces.
• Neutral pH, easy on your hands.
• Great for use when wet sanding.
• Can be used as a lubricant for clay bars.
• Contains no acids, abrasives, silicones, waxes or damaging sodium chloride.

(Sodium and potassium chloride are salts that are used to thicken cheap washes.)

HOW TO USE:
Rinse surface thoroughly. Add ½ oz. of WASH per gallon of water. Hand agitate to desired foam level. Wash surface using soft cloth, sponge or mitt. Rinse with water and dry with #11066 WATER BANDIT™, or #11420 MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH.
CRUD RELEASE™
Heavy Duty Cleaner & Degreaser

AUTOMOTIVE:
22 fl. oz. - 650 ml
Part No. 11080
12/case
Net Wt. 22 lbs.

1 Gallon - 3.785 liters
Part No. 11084
4/case
Net Wt. 37 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® CRUD RELEASE™ is an extremely effective, high performance cleaner that will attack and dissolve crud buildup from your most difficult cleaning projects. CRUD RELEASE™ destroys grease and oil on contact, effortlessly eliminates diesel and soot, removes ink from unwanted surfaces and works equally as fast on oil and water based stains.

BENEFITS:
CRUD RELEASE™ dissolves crud build-up from tough cleaning projects such as engines, tires, floors and tools. The highly concentrated, biodegradable and phosphate-free formula performs well at dilution ratios ranging from 1:6 to 1:40, making it not only effective but economical to use. CRUD RELEASE™ provides very versatile cleaning, from BBQ grills and diesel engines to removing scuff marks from floors and kick pads.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant.
• Destroys grease and oil.
• Eliminates diesel and soot.
• Fast-acting.
• Economical - super concentrated.
• Works on oil and water based stains.
• Biodegradable and phosphate-free.

HOW TO USE
Read and follow all label safety precautions. Spray product onto area to be cleaned and allow to soak for 15 seconds, then wipe with a wet cloth or rinse. Tough projects may require additional applications, longer soaking time and/or scrubbing.

Dilute with water for most cleaning projects:
- Full Strength = Oil, Grease, BBQ Grills, Engines
- 1:6 = Tires, Algae, Mold, Soot
- 1:12 = Tools, Machinery, Boat Scum, Whitewalls
- 1:20 = Mats, Tar, Showers, Driveways
- 1:40 = Grime, Scuff Marks, Pressure Washing

Full strength usage can cause damage to polished aluminum (wheels), anodized trim, some paints, dyed vinyl and other surfaces. Always test on a hidden area before full application and never allow CRUD RELEASE™ to dry onto surfaces before rinsing.
WIZARDS DATA SHEET

BUG RELEASE™
Bug Remover and Presoak

AUTOMOTIVE:
22 fl. oz. - 650 ml
Part No. 11081
12/case
Net Wt. 21 lbs.

MOTORCYCLE:
22 fl. oz. - 650 ml
Part No. 22081
12/case
Net Wt. 21 lbs.

1 Gallon - 3.785 liters
Part No. 11082
4/case
Net Wt. 35 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® BUG RELEASE™ is a powerful and effective cleaner specifically formulated to soften and neutralize the acidic proteins found in bugs. This neutralization process safely releases bug residue without attacking or damaging surfaces, including paint, chrome, glass and plastic.

BENEFITS:
BUG RELEASE™ is very effective as a presoak. When BUG RELEASE™ is sprayed on bug-coated areas before washing the vehicle, the residue becomes very soft and easily washes away.

BUG RELEASE™ can also be used as an effective spot cleaner of bug residue on mirrors, grills and trim. Quickly removing bugs prevents spotting and staining of the surface.

BUG RELEASE™ is non-toxic, biodegradable and comes ready-to-use in a convenient spray bottle.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant.
• Quickly softens and neutralizes acidic bug proteins so they can be easily washed away.
• Works on all painted surfaces: cars, trucks, motorcycles, campers, boats, planes.
• Safe to use on paint, chrome, glass and most plastic surfaces.
• Use as a presoak before washing or as a quick spot remover.

HOW TO USE:
Shake lightly. Spray on to a cool surface. For light bug residue, allow to soak for 60 seconds then wipe clean. For heavy bug residue, flood area and allow to soak for 60 seconds. Wash off with a wet cloth or sponge. Rinse with water and dry.

BUG RELEASE™ is not recommended as a wax remover or pre-cleaner for paint prep.

Do not allow BUG RELEASE™ to dry or evaporate on the vehicle surface. If drying occurs, reaply. Always wash hands thoroughly after use.

Bug residue that is completely dried and baked on or waxed over may require additional applications and/or extra scrubbing to remove.

HINT: to make future bug removal easier, always recoat the area with #11033 SHINE MASTER™ polish, #11500 SUPREME SEAL™ Paint Sealant or #01214 Mist-N-Shine® Detailer.
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POWER CLEAN™
All-Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser

AUTOMOTIVE:
22 fl. oz. - 650 ml
Part No. 11088
12/case
Net Wt. 21 lbs.

1 Gallon - 3.785 liters
Part No.: 11087
4/case
Net Wt. 35 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® POWER CLEAN™ is a safe and effective all-purpose cleaner and degreaser. This proprietary formula is excellent at removing bugs, bird droppings, and tough road grime from vehicle surfaces. It can also be used as a spot and stain remover on carpets, upholstery, vinyl and leather. POWER CLEAN™ is also great for cleaning tires and aluminum wheels.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant. Non-caustic, non-acidic, non-toxic, biodegradable. Can be used indoors with no noxious fumes.
• Perfect for automotive, household and marine cleaning projects.
• Dissolves oil, road grime and brake dust.
• Removes stains from carpets and upholstery.
• Cleans interior surfaces (plastic, vinyl, leather) to make treatments more effective.
• Excellent body shop paint prep: easily removes grease, wax and silicones.
• Will not stain or dull highly polished aluminum wheels.
• Cleans tires, including white walls and raised white letters.

HOW TO USE:
Always use on a cool surface. If surface is very dirty allow POWER CLEAN™ to work for about a minute then wipe clean. Stubborn areas may require scrubbing. If desired, follow up with a clean, damp cloth.

IMPORTANT: Always test for colorfastness and surface compatibility; try on a small inconspicuous area before full application.

For body shop prep: Flood surface with POWER CLEAN™, wipe with clean towels until surface is dry and free of debris and contaminants. Then, finish up with #11077 WIZARDS® WASH and water.
SUPREME SEAL™
Paint Sealant

AUTOMOTIVE
12 fl. oz. - 355 ml
Part No. 11500
12/case
Net Wt. 12 lbs.

MOTORCYCLE
8 fl. oz. - 237 ml
Part No. 22500
12/case
Net Wt. 7 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® SUPREME SEAL™ is a paint sealant engineered to bond to paint with a revolutionary tight, micro-seal process. This process creates an incredibly durable, protective, high gloss finish.

SUPREME SEAL™ is not a wax. It will not yellow or melt. This makes it more compatible to bond with today's acrylic paint formulas.

SUPREME SEAL™ is safe and recommended for all types of cured paint (30-60 days), clear coat, stripes and decals. It performs excellently on fiberglass, gelcoat, Lexan and most hard, non-porous surfaces.

BENEFITS:
The tough acrylic shield SUPREME SEAL™ delivers creates a durable, show gloss. It also protects paint from natural elements such as hard water spotting and sun fading as well as from man-made conditions such as acid rain, factory fallout, and road contaminants.

SUPREME SEAL™ delivers a gentle, polishing action which helps to remove slight contaminants and level the paint surface to provide the best, high gloss result. The product is also easy to apply and remove.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant.
• Bonds to paint with a tight, micro-seal process.
• Creates a super, high gloss, acrylic finish.
• Protects against the elements.
• Leaves a tougher than wax finish.
• Not for fresh paint.

HOW TO USE:
Shake bottle well before use. Always begin with a clean, cool, dry surface.

Apply SUPREME SEAL™ to a small folded cloth or foam applicator. Apply to one panel at a time, using front-to-back or circular overlapping motions, whichever you prefer. Let dry and remove with a clean, #11420 MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH. Inspect the surface as you go to assure even application and removal.

If desired, SUPREME SEAL™ can be applied with an orbital (DA) buffer or a high speed buffer.

HINT: For more gloss and durability, additional coats add to the deep luster and clear shine.

HINT: To remove minor scratches, blemishes and fading, use #11049 SCRATCH REMOVER before SUPREME SEAL™.

HINT: Use #01214 MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer with a #11420 MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH for touch-ups between washings.
BLACK RENEW™
All Color Exterior Trim Treatment

AUTOMOTIVE:
8 fl. oz. - 237 ml
Part No.: 66309
12/case
Net Wt. 7 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® BLACK RENEW™ is a rich, one-step cream formula that cleans, conditions and protects any color moldings and trim.

BENEFITS:
BLACK RENEW™ brings new life to faded and dull smooth surfaces such as black chrome, weatherstripping, louvers, wiper arms, air vents and landau covers. This product is excellent at whitening raised white letters and white walls. BLACK RENEW™ can also be used on interior dashboards and moldings that are very dry and faded to clean and brighten them.

For the body shop professional, BLACK RENEW™ is fast acting to easily remove embedded wax and white compound residue from all color exterior trim, moldings, door handles, bumpers, mud guards, etc.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant. BLACK RENEW™ contains citrus cleaners with no harsh petroleum distillates or dyes.

• Works great on all color exterior surfaces such as moldings, trim, wiper arms, louvers, weatherstripping, and air vents.

• Brings back the lustre on smooth and textured surfaces.

• Instantly removes embedded wax and compound from textured body side moldings.

• Contains specific UV protection from the sun's harmful rays.

• Concentrated cream outlasts sprays.

HOW TO USE:
Use on a clean, cool, dry surface. Apply a small amount to a clean cloth or foam applicator pad. Rub firmly into surface until a deep luster is achieved. When using on very smooth surfaces, follow up with a dry towel, if desired. Use periodically to maintain UV protection. Always wash hands after use and wipe product from fresh paint if contact is made.

BLACK RENEW™ may remove color from some repainted or dyed dashes and trim. Test in a small area before full application.

For leather, use #66319 LEATHER PLUS™ Interior Treatment.
LEATHER PLUS™
Interior Treatment

AUTOMOTIVE:
8 fl. oz. - 237 ml
Part No.: 66319
12/case
Net Wt. 7 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® LEATHER PLUS™ is a rich, conditioning cream that will nourish, preserve and enhance fine leather, naugahyde and vinyl surfaces.

BENEFITS:
LEATHER PLUS™ contains a gentle balance of moisturizers and natural lanolin oils, blended to form a penetrating emulsion. This unique emulsion cleans, conditions and protects leather and leather-like surfaces all in one step.

Regular use of LEATHER PLUS™ will soften leather and prevent cracking, dryness and the brittle results of sun damage and neglect.

Leather Plus is not only perfect for vehicle interiors but also performs excellently on all smooth-finished leather, including: clothing, handbags, luggage, shoes and furniture. LEATHER PLUS™ should not be used on suede or fabric.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant.
• Cleans, conditions and softens in one step.
• Works on leather, naugahyde and vinyl.
• Great for vehicle interiors, clothing, handbags, luggage, shoes, and more.
• Helps prevent cracking and drying.
• Long-lasting smoothness.
• Contains natural lanolin oil.
• Concentrated cream outlasts sprays.
• Leaves no slippery film behind.

HOW TO USE:
Shake bottle well. Apply LEATHER PLUS™ generously to a cool surface using a soft, clean cloth. Rub in firmly and evenly. Allow to penetrate for five minutes or more. Buff lightly to dry (if desired) using a clean, soft cloth. For best results, clean surfaces prior to treatment using #11088 POWER CLEAN™.

IMPORTANT: Not for use on suede or fabric. Always test for compatibility and colorfastness on a hidden portion before full application. Some leather may darken slightly. Not recommended for extremely aged, dried or cracked surfaces.
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BIKE WASH
Complete Motorcycle Cleaner

MOTORCYCLE:
22 fl. oz. - 650 ml
Part No. 22086
12/case
Net Wt. 21 lbs.

1 Gallon - 3.785 liters
Part No.: 22087
4/case
Net Wt. 35 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® BIKE WASH For Motorcycles is a powerful, foaming spray wash that will safely float away road grime, oil, grease, brake dust and general contaminants. It is specifically formulated for the tough grease and grime associated with motorcycles.

FEATURES
• VOC compliant. BIKE WASH contains no caustic soda, acids or bleach.
• Safe for paint, chrome and plastics.
• Easy rinse formula, no spotting.
• Foams away grime, oil, grease, and brake dust.
• Strong enough to degrease engines and wheels.
• Biodegradable, pH controlled.

HOW TO USE
Always apply BIKE WASH to a cool surface, keeping the bike away from sunlight. If bike is not cool to the touch, cool surfaces with cold water before application. Refer to owner's manual for areas not suitable for water cleaning.

Spray BIKE WASH over the entire surface. Tough grime may require wiping with a sponge. Rinse immediately before surface dries, using a high pressure nozzle to provide a forceful jet of water. Continue rinsing to remove all suds. If surfaces feel slippery, continue rinsing.

Dry surfaces with a #11420 MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH or a #11066 WATER BANDIT™ to avoid water spots when soft water is not available.

HINT: Use #11033 SHINE MASTER™ polish, #22500 SUPREME SEAL™ Paint Sealant and #22214 MIST-N-SHINE® Detailer for a great gloss and slick feel.
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CRystal Clear™
Plastic Cleaner & Polish

**MOTORCYCLE:**
8 fl. oz. - 237 ml
Part No.: 22010
12/case
Net Wt. 7 lbs.

**DESCRIPTION:**
WIZARDS® CRYSTAL CLEAR™ is a cleaner, polish and protectant for transparent and colored, non-textured plastic surfaces. It removes hairline scratches, hazing and surface stains from most plastics, Plexiglas and Lexan.

**FEATURES**
- VOC Compliant. CRYSTAL CLEAR™ contains no harsh abrasives or hydrocarbon solvents.
- Great for windshields, visors, glasses.
- Restores windshield clarity.
- Removes hairline scratches and hazing.
- Safe for clear plastics, Plexiglas and Lexan.
- Tested and approved safe for Polycarbonate coated windshields (hand application).

**HOW TO USE**
Shake well. Pour onto a clean, soft cotton cloth or applicator pad. Apply to a cool surface away from the sun, rubbing thoroughly in back and forth motions, a small section at a time. Allow to haze, then wipe off remaining residue with a #11420 MULTI-FIBER™ CLOTH. Reapply as necessary to remove stubborn marks.

DO NOT use paper towels as they may scratch.

HINT: For best results, it is imperative that the plastic surface and cloths are clean and free from abrasive dirt and debris.

HINT: In arid climates, use #22214 Mist-N-Shine® with the #11420 Multi-Fiber™ Cloth in addition to Crystal Clear™, to eliminate static, provide easier maintenance, and sharpen optical clarity.
OUT OF THE BLUE™
Bluing Remover for Chrome Pipes

MOTORCYCLE:
2 fl. oz. - 59 ml
2 polishing cloths
Part No.: 22019
12/case
Net Wt. 4 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® OUT OF THE BLUE™ is a highly concentrated micro polish designed to restore pipes and shields to a pre-bluing condition. OUT OF THE BLUE™ polishes off the blue discolored coating caused by overheating, oil residue, or contaminants that have burned on to the pipe, improper tuning, or a combination of several factors.

FEATURES
• V.O.C. compliant concentrated liquid formula.
• Restores pipes, shields and stacks.
• Removes bluing and gold discoloration.
• Effective on chrome and stainless pipes.
• Special applicator cloth facilitates cutting.
• Can be power buffed for faster results.
• Polishes aluminum and other metals.

HOW TO USE
Shake the bottle well before beginning and as needed during use. Apply a small amount to the "soft side" of the special WIZARDS® cloth (included). Push firmly and rub aggressively using your thumb, in a back and forth motion only. Concentrate the rubbing in a small spot until you break through, then progress slowly, completing a section at a time. Reapply polish as needed. Remove residue by polishing to a clean, bright shine using a soft cotton cloth or VIVA® brand paper towel.

*NOTE: Not all pipes can be restored fully once blued and the cause should be corrected to eliminate the need to re-polish often. Not all gold or brownish tint will polish off completely, but in most cases, pipes can be polished to a greatly improved condition with focused polishing, working small sections at a time.
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MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH

AUTOMOTIVE AND MOTORCYCLE:
Blue Cloth - Size: 16" x 23"
Part No.: 11420
12/case
Net Wt. 3 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
The WIZARDS® MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH is the perfect detailing cloth. It cleans and dries faster than any other towel. New manufacturing technology creates "split, wedge-shaped" fibers that instantly trap and hold moisture.

BENEFITS:
The MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH is absolutely lint free. It will not streak, smear or scratch*. It dries any surface much faster than a regular terry towel or any 100% cotton towel. It’s not bulky, holds many times its weight in water and can be washed hundreds of times.

DETAILING: Spray MIST-N-SHINE® detailer lightly on vehicle. Fold towel and spread evenly. Flip towel and buff to a high gloss.

BODY SHOP: After buffing, lightly spray WIPE DOWN™ Matte Detailer, fold cloth and spread. Flip cloth and wipe away oil and dust residue to see missed areas. Before delivery, use a clean cloth with MIST-N-SHINE® to finish with a show-car shine.

HOUSEHOLD: Use with water or MIST-N-SHINE® for all types of cleaning tasks – great on glass.

FEATURES
• Will not lint, streak or smear.
• Absorbs faster than cotton or paper towels.
• Out performs cheap microfiber towels.
• Lifts dust and oil quickly and thoroughly.
• Excellent for use with MIST-N-SHINE®.
• Safe for use on any surface.
• Can eliminate the use of harsh chemicals.
• Use as a wash mitt or chamois.
• Cleans glass without streaking.
• Can be washed hundreds of times.
• Generous 16" x 23" size.

CLEANING AND CARE:
BY HAND: Wash with hot water (hot water expands the fibers). If desired, use liquid soap, rinse, wring out and air dry.

BY MACHINE: Machine wash with hot water and soap with non-linting items such as sheets or jeans. Never wash the MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH with terry cloth towels. It will grab the lint and trap it in its fibers. Never use bleach or fabric softeners of any kind. Do not put in the dryer, just hang up to air dry and do not iron. The MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH may be sterilized by boiling in water about eight minutes.

* The WIZARDS® MULTI FIBER™ CLOTH is made from new technology that will not scratch. However, any cloth can pick up and hold particles of debris that do scratch.
WATER BANDIT™
Synthetic Chamois

AUTOMOTIVE:
27” x 17” (3.19 square feet)
Part No.: 11066
12/case in Tubes
Net Wt. 6 lbs.

DESCRIPTION:
WIZARDS® WATER BANDIT™ is a soft, gentle all purpose, synthetic chamois. Its ripple design is molded around a tough mesh lining that provides extra durability as well as elasticity. WATER BANDIT’S™ softness originates from a unique open-cell polyvinyl material that produces an extremely high water absorption rate plus excellent water retention, making it virtually drip-free. These outstanding qualities will soon render traditional cellulose and polyurethane chamois obsolete.

FEATURES
• The softest synthetic chamois available.
• Gentle enough for all custom paint.
• Super absorbent – many times greater than old-fashioned chamois.
• Pulls ALL water, no residue left behind.
• Lint free, no smears, streaks or scratches.
• Super durable, won't break apart.
• Easy to wring out and is drip free.
• Resistant to grease, oil and detergents.
• Suitable for any application.

HOW TO USE:
The WATER BANDIT™ can be used like a regular chamois but for best results, keep WATER BANDIT™ folded, not loose, and stroke in one direction across surface (like a squeegee). Flip to the other side and continue drying, wringing out by twisting the WATER BANDIT™ as needed.

To preserve in perfect condition, thoroughly rinse with water and wring out the WATER BANDIT™ after using. Keep the WATER BANDIT™ moist in its original package, ready to reuse. To reuse, simply rinse with water again, wring out and fold. To clean (and minimize bacterial growth), the WATER BANDIT™ should be machine washed occasionally, with soap, at up to 160°F. Do not bleach or put in the dryer.
MACHINE APPLICATION

WIZARDS® Foam pads offer a no-splatter, no-chatter, concave surface that keeps compounds and glazes on the work surface. All pads have easy-to-use Velcro® attachments.

NOTE: Your pad choice will determine the speed of cut and degree of gloss without fine pad scratches. Remember, wool cuts faster while foam finishes better. High density (hard) foam cuts more and the softer foam finishes best.

Fast Cut Wool Pad
100% All Wool
Part No. 11201, 7½” x 1”
• Use with all compounds
• Aggressive cutting without burning paint

Finish Cut 50/50 Blend Pad
50/50 Blend of Wool and Polyester
Part No. 11203, 7½” x 1½”
• Use with all compounds
• Best overall one step pad
• Cuts like a cutting pad
• Finishes like a finishing pad

Foam Polish White Pad
Medium Density (Softer) Foam
Part No. 11205, 8½” x 1¼”
• Use with compounds or polish
• Medium cutting foam pad
• Removes swirls on softer clears
• Great follow-up after wool & blend pads
• Less cut, nicer finishing than Foam Cut Yellow

Foam Finish Gray Pad
Low Density (Softer) Foam
Part No. 11206, 8¼” x 1¼”
• Use with machine polish, sealant, or glaze
• Light cutting on softer clears
• Follow-up after cutting foam pads
• Universal polish/wax application

Foam Finish 2 Blue Pad
Low Density (Softest) Foam
Part No. 11209, 8¼” x 1¼”
• Softest pad available
• Use with machine polish, sealant, or glaze
• Finishing on black & soft clear
• Follow-up after polishing foam pads
• Removes haze on (fresh) dark colors

Foam Cut Yellow Pad
Firm High Density (Stiff) Foam
Part No. 11204, 8½” x 1¼”
• Use with compounds or polish
• Fast cutting foam pad
• Removes swirls & wool pad marks
• Great follow-up after wool & blend pads
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**BUFFING PAD CLEANING**

**UNIVERSAL PAD WASHER**
Part No. 11299
A clean, well conditioned, static-free buffing pad will produce superior buffing results with far less effort and expense.

This unit is a heavy duty, portable pad washer for foam and wool compounding and polishing pads. Revolutionary design thoroughly spins pads clean in seconds while pad remains on its buffer.

The pad washer contains no moving parts for simple and expense-free maintenance. It only needs an occasional water change.

Adjustable cleaning platform accepts all sizes and styles of buffing pads.

For best results, use with All Purpose Cleaner and Degreaser, #11088 POWER CLEAN™.

---

**HAND APPLICATION**

**FOAM DETAIL HAND SET**
Part No. 902904
2 - Blue Foam Pads, 3¾” x 6” each
• High quality, durable foam
• Perfect to use for the application and removal of SHINE MASTER™ and SUPREME SEAL™.

**FOAM APPLICATOR PAD**
Part No. 11009, 4” Round, Yellow
• High quality, durable foam
• Small size easily applies BLACK RENEW™, LEATHER PLUS™ and TIRE AND VINYL SHINE™.
MINI BUFFING SYSTEM

The WIZARDS® MINI BUFFING SYSTEM includes a special combination of small (3" and 4") pads, that are ideal for tight areas and spot repairs. They can be used for everything from basic cutting to removing oxidation and scratches to applying polishes and sealants.

Use the MINI BUFFING SYSTEM with compounds: #11040 FINISH CUT™, #11044 TURBO CUT™, or #11048 MYSTIC CUT™ and polishes: #11033 SHINE MASTER™, #11047 MYSTIC POLISH™ or #11500 SUPREME SEAL™ Paint Sealant.

Fast Cut Wool Mini Buffing Pad
Part No. 11251, 3", 100% Wool

Light Cut Foam Mini Buffing Pad
Part No. 11252, 4", Orange Foam

Finishing Foam Mini Buffing Pad
Part No. 11253, 4", Blue Foam

Mini Backing Plate
Part No. 11254, 2 7/8"

Drill Backing Plate Adapter
Part No. 11255, 5/8"

DA Backing Plate Adapter
Part No. 11256, 5/8"

METAL BUFFS

WIZARDS® METAL BUFFS can be used with WIZARDS® METAL RENEW™ for fast, effective power polishing on all metal surfaces. ¼" shank fits most electric and air drills.

• 11099: METAL BUFF KIT includes 1 each of: 11091, 11092, 11093, 11094
• 11091: 3" Mushroom Buff. Soft, finish polishing
• 11092: 2" Tapered Buff. General use cutting and for tight and uneven areas
• 11093: 1½" Non-Tapered Buff. general use cutting and for oxidation and scratch removal
• 11094: 1½" Felt Bob. cutting and oxidation removal in small areas and tight corners
• 11095: (Not Pictured) Looks the same as 11093 only larger at 2½"; great for truck wheels and larger areas
• 11096: (Not Pictured) Looks the same as 11091 only larger at 4"; Use for soft, finish polishing
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